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New Delhi

Rishabh Rastogi

Experience

ContractPodAI (Remote, UK) ���� - ����

Sr. Frontend Consultant - JS/TS Expert (Contract)
Implemented significant features to their contract management software.

Worked across projects and took ownership of the development process.

Onboarded new joinees to these projects and mentored them in the development.
Skills: React, Typescript, OfficeJs

Neighborhoods (Remote, US) ���� - ����

Frontend Engineer (Contract)
Worked on the revamp of their web application to improve the performance.

Developed everything from scratch with focus on code performance & modularity.

Created a custom React components library to be used across the project.

The lighthouse score of the new website significantly increased from �� to ��.

Worked on other project (��places) simultaneously and developed some significant

features there.
Skills: React, Typescript, Storybook, Recharts, Redux-toolkit, Jest

AvataraCloud (Remote, US) ���� - ����

Senior Frontend Consultant (Contract)
Worked on a React and Twilio based real-time desktop application.

Developed real-time features like voice/video calling, sms/email invites, screen

sharing, mute/unmute participants, etc.

Developed APIs in the backend and intergrated them on the frontend.

Skills: React, Twilio, Typescript, MaterialUI, React Context, NodeJs

Caroobi (India) ���� - ����

Frontend Engineer
Worked on the user facing web application. Optimized the older version, added

some new features & rolled out its v� resulting in increased customer activity.

Simulaneously worked on Mechanic portal (PWA) developing some of the complex

features for the dashboard & automotive parts e-commerce.

Created a whole new user funnel replacing the previous one in a weeks time.

Skills: React, Redux, Jest, Ruby on Rails, Google Tag Manager

Wisitech (India) ���� - ����

Software Developer
Worked for a Dubai based startup to develop their one-stop social and e-commerce

website.

Led the frontend development process and worked across the modules. Analyzed

the requirements and created the basic structure of different modules.

Created the reusable components, directives & pipes and integrated them.

Skills: Angular, Typescript, Jest

Accenture (India) ���� - ����

Software Engineer
Worked in the UI team as the frontend developer for T-Mobile. Developed the plan

selection and phone selection section in the prepaid user flow.

Wrote test cases for the existing code improving the overall code coverage.

Modified existing web application to correct errors and to upgrade interfaces and

improve performance.
Skills: Angular, Typescript, Jest

A web development enthusiast

with expertise in frontend

development and exposure to

backend development having

strong fundamental knowledge of Javascript

and browser internals. Having worked with

great SaaS startups, I enjoy a demanding

position and am always looking to expand my

knowledge. A big fan of simple and clean

code. Lately I've been more into reverse

engineering.

About me

Frontend Development JavaScript

Typescript HTML� CSS Sass

React Redux Next.js Gatsby.js

Node.js Express.js Angular

Progressive Web Apps Twilio

Storybook Jest Unit testing

React-query D�.js TailwindCSS

MaterialUI

Technical Expertise

Backend Development Algorithms

MongoDB SQL Data Structures

Java Ruby on Rails

Data Visualization

Skills / Exposure

Component based architecture

Agile methodology Design Patterns

Test Driven Development MVC

Methodology / Approach

Git VS Code Jira Postman

Jenkins Bitbucket Mac Sublime

Tools
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